Heme-Cu complexes as oxygen-activating functional models for the active site of cytochrome c oxidase.
Tri(2-pyridylmethyl)amineCu complex-linked iron meso-tetraphenylporphyine derivatives were prepared to model the active site of cytochrome c oxidase. Exposure to oxygen converted the reduced forms of the complexes to the corresponding stable mu-peroxo species in spite of the presence of three coordination sites, two on the heme and one on the Cu. The oxy forms were characterized spectroscopically. Kinetic analyses of the oxygenation reactions of the reduced forms suggests that preferential O2 binding occurs at the Cu site over the heme. This mechanism is also supported by examination of the redox potentials of the two metal ions. Since the peroxy complexes of the models exhibit a structure similar to that of the previously reported fully-oxidized form, the relevance of the model chemistry to the enzyme reaction is discussed.